
GET READY FOR

Your Most
Actionable
Year EVER

A blueprint to kickstart your year.
Building on the process Actionable’s founder Chris Taylor started 
four years ago, we’ve developed this worksheet with a process 
for reflecting on your business results for the past year, and 
making clear, actionable plans for the new year. Take time to work 
through the steps in detail, from both a business building and 
personal growth perspective—ideally a full day, and two hours at 
minimum (the more time you spend, the more you’ll get out of it).

Write four lists of outcomes from the past year: Major Milestones, Setbacks, “Completes” and New Dreams.

STEP 1 Reflect on the What and the Why.

Major Milestones

“Completes” (End of Major Life Chapters)

Setbacks

New Dreams

Now the hard part. For each item on those lists above, reflect 
on WHY they are there. Remember that no one else has to 
see your work, so be brutally honest. The “Why” elements 
can generally be separated into four major categories: 

Actions I took

Habits I formed

Attitudes I developed

Circumstances beyond my control* 

*Circumstances might be business-related or personal; resist the 
urge to lump everything into this category. Sure, circumstances 
arise, but are often a result of our actions, habits, or attitudes.

Reflections



Imagine yourself sitting down to repeat this exercise next year and think of your business a year from now: What have you 
accomplished? Are there new clients or product offerings in the mix? New marketing tactics? 

We’ve created 4 categories: Business, Financial, Personal Growth and Fun. Fill in the left column with your goals for the new year.

Don’t worry about the “how” just yet, or try to talk yourself out of your dreams. The important part of this exercise is to imagine the 
feeling of success (not the hard work that you’ll have to do along the way to achieve it). Plan that new launch or book you dreamed 
of, picture paying off debt, or imagine landing that critical new client that changes everything.

Business

Financial

Personal 
Growth

Fun

STEP 2 Visualize One Year From Now & Plan.



STEP 3 Plan.

STEP 4 Quarterly Priorities.

STEP 5 Accountability.

Look at each item in your vision buckets, and assign an actionable goal to each item (something that you’ll actually do). What other 
details do you need to add to create clarity about what you want to accomplish? Fill in the right-hand column above with your goals.

Think too about how you might get derailed in achieving these goals? Use the “If this happens, I will …” format to think not just about 
possible pitfalls, but what you’ll do to get back on track. 

To help you think through making these goals truly actionable, take a few minutes to identify activities to undertake in each quarter of the 
new year that help bring you closer to achieving your goals. Not every goal needs work done in each quarter, but breaking your priorities 
down into smaller, more achievable activities can move you closer to your goals, revealing incremental changes and results by the end 
of the year.

Q1

Q3

Q2

Q4

As a last step, think about who can help keep you accountable towards achieving these goals. Perhaps a coach, friend, or family 
member? Think through what support might be helpful for you throughout the year, and how you’d like to engage them in this process.

Congratulations - your plan is complete!
Enjoy making this year the most actionable year ever.
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